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Building Data Trust with Measure Factory

Figure 1. Total Admissions Measure Overview 

Measure Factory revolutionizes hospital data management, streamlining complex business rules 
with power and simplicity. As an advanced add-on to Dimensional Insight’s Gateway Platform, it 
centralizes KPI management, automating complex data rules. With Measure Factory, you gain a 
consistent set of business rules and KPIs — ensuring enterprise-wide data governance.
This innovation means more than just efficiency; it empowers healthcare providers to focus on 
what really matters — accurate, actionable insights for superior patient care. With Measure Factory, 
hospitals not only save time but also elevate the standard of care through data-driven decisions.

Measure Factory Benefits
Automated Rules Engine: Discover unparalleled accuracy and consistency in your data with 
Measure Factory’s automated rules engine. This advanced technology minimizes manual errors 
and standardizes data processing, leading to trustworthy and dependable data insights for your 
hospital.
Trust and Transparency in Data Handling: Build a foundation of trust in your hospital’s data 
governance. Measure Factory ensures transparent and understandable business rule definitions, 
bolstering confidence among stakeholders and decision-makers.
The Perfect Add-On: Enhancing Your Existing Systems Measure Factory effortlessly integrates 
with Dimensional Insight’s Gateway Platform, enhancing your hospital’s existing data systems. This 
synergy optimizes data management without the need for extensive system overhauls, ensuring a 
smooth transition to advanced analytics.



Business lntelligence
• Easy to maintain
• Reusable code
• Ensures consistent definitions
• Off-the-shelf measures

Dashboard Displays
• Self-service display creation
• Select the data, chart style & post
• Off-the-shelf display

Automatic Analytics
• Data is “diveable"— not static
• Unique screen for each measure
• Users answer their own questions

Governance
• Integrated data governance via 

definition collaboration
• Creates data integlity & trust
• Retains collaborative history

Measure Factory Advantages

Meet organizational goals with streamlined KPIs: With clear KPI definitions available 
throughout the organization, everyone will be on the same page with cohesive 
measures for operational, financial, and clinical goals.
Strengthen data governance and management: Measure Factory gives you access 
to standardized measures, enhanced data governance, and helps ensure accuracy and 
quality of care.
Achieve consistency for clarity and collaboration: Eliminate data discrepancies with 
clear KPI definitions to foster collaborative decisions, effective teamwork, and a single 
source of truth.
Make confident decisions with trusted insights: Gain unparalleled confidence in 
your data and save time on data guessing games. You’ll be empowered to make timely, 
accurate decisions with trusted, data-driven insights.

How Your Organization Can Benefit from Measure Factory

Figure 2. As an add-on to the trusted data management of the Dimensional Insight Gateway 
Platform, Measure Factory provides automated business rules management, bringing data trust to a 
whole new level.



Dimensional Insight consistently ranks as a top-performing analytics organization 
by customers and industry analysts in its core market segments including 
healthcare, manufacturing, and beverage alcohol. For more information, please 
visit www.dimins.com. 

Measure Factory is a game-changer for hospitals looking to make the most of their data. 
It simplifies data management, automates complex business rules, and ensures that the 
information you use is accurate and trustworthy. 
With easy integration into your existing systems, Measure Factory helps you make better, faster 
decisions for patient care and hospital operations.
Transform how your teams leverage data with automated, intuitive KPI rules management from 
Measure Factory. 
See for yourself how centralized governance and transparency can lead to smarter decisions 
through analytics you can believe in.

Figure 3. Measure Factory Overall All Payer Case Mix Composition

The Bottom Line
Consistency brings clarity: Pre-defined KPIs provide data trust for better decision-making.
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